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1.0

Introduction

U g a n d a i s s i g n a t o r y t o b o t h I nternational and Regional Gender Equality and women’s empowerment instruments that include CEDAW, Beijing Platform for Action, ICPD of 1994, UN Security Council Resolutions, the Maputo Protocol and recently, the 2030 Agenda on
Sustainable Development. These instruments have been domesticated
through the constitution of the Republic
of Uganda, the Uganda Gender Policy
and various national Gender Equality
and Women’s Empowerment instruments and legal framework(s); and are
a commitment to further pursue its
agenda to promote Gender Equality
and Women’s empowerment.
As the world prepares to hold the 2021
Generation Equality Forum Summit in
France, organized by UN Women and
co-chaired by the Mexican and French
governments from June 30 to July 2, to
fast-track the realization of equality,
leadership and opportunity for women
and girls worldwide, the Network of
Women in Politics (NOWIP), with the
support of the Embassy of France to
Uganda, have conducted a survey to

capture the thoughts of women leaders
on Gender Equality promotion in Uganda. It is prudent to capture the views of
women leaders and feminists on how
the International and Regional Gender
Equality and women’s empowerment
instruments are helping them perform
their roles and improve their status as
women.
The Generation Equality Forum provides
a platform for women and girls to speak
about the barriers and risks they still
face as they strive for equal opportunity, equal voices, and equal representation, among others. With the still existence of patriarchy conditioned by
many socially constructed roles, as key
stakeholders, women in leadership are
party to share information regarding
gender equality promotion in their locations; provide information on the still existing gaps, as well as suggest recommendations of the international frameworks, matching them to the actions
and implementation and demand for
reports on the challenges hampering
Gender Equality.

The time is now to drive urgent action and accountability for Gender Equality. All the
recommendations from the survey by the women in politics will feed into the summit
reflections on how to deliver tangible impact on Gender Equality and women &
girls’ human rights within the period of 2021-2025. The respondents to the development of the position paper were 58 Women in Leadership that subscribe to the Network of Women in Politics Group in Uganda.
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2.0

Survey questions

1. To what extent are the women in politics knowledgeable about the international
frameworks and their localization processes?
2. What major changes would they like to see in terms of Gender Equality by 2030
(deadline for the implementation of the SDGs); 2050 (mid-century) and 2063
(deadline for the implementation of the African Union Agenda)?
3. What are the difficulties to ensuring Gender Equality in political leadership and
developing feminist movements?
4. What resources do they have in place to overcome these challenges and bring
the best practices to scale?
5. What are the state priority areas of intervention to overcome the challenges that
are hindering Gender Equality in your locality?

3.0

Gender Equality for Women in Politics in Uganda

Women and girls should be empowered fully to participate in all aspects
of society i.e. political, social, and
economic development of their
communities. The women who are in
decision making positions should be
empowered to strive for Gender
Equality. Equal opportunities for both
women and men should be advocated for.
Change in mindset of the
community regarding affirmative action and providing same spaces for
women must be advocated for; this is
a major barrier for women to stand on
open seats because of the mentality
that they are for men.
Building on the gains of recently concluded 2021 elections, women like
their male counterparts have been
sworn in to take up leadership positions and responsibilities. More women
ran for office during the 2021 elections
than ever before across all political affiliations spanned from Directly Elected
Members of Parliament, Women
Members of Parliament, Directly Elected Councilors, Women Councilors at
Local Councils at District and Parish

level and Special Interest Groups.
These victories have further seen
women in politics rising up to take up
National leadership roles as assigned
by their respective political parties’
a p p o i n t m e n t s . To d a y , w o m e n
hold 46% of local government positions, 33% of parliamentary seats and
43% of the cabinet positions.
On 8th June 2021, H.E the President of
Uganda released the new cabinet list:
43% of the newly appointed Ministers
are women. Important to celebrate
are the three women in Uganda that
are occupying top positions in the
country i.e. H.E Jessica Alupo, Rt Hon.
Robinah Nabbajja, Prime Minister of
Uganda and Rt Hon Anita Among
Deputy Speaker of the 11th Ugandan
Parliament. However the appointment
and election of these women has also
brought about negative criticisms from
fellow women and the general public,
a pull her down syndrome that most
women appointed in high profile offices face.
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The Vice President, H.E. Jessica Alupo,
became Uganda’s second female
vice president since 1962 when the
country attained Independence. The
Prime Minister, Rt Hon. Robinah Nabbanja, as the first woman in this position ever, said that such appointments
places huge expectations on them as
women in top leadership positions, especially from young women who look
up to them for inspiration. She sees it is
also an opportunity to demonstrate

that women can serve in similar positions as men.1 Women in politics envisage the appointments of women in
leadership or top positions as an opportunity to drive the women’s rights
agenda and develop the women’s
movements. The aim will be to inspire
many young women who initially felt
that they had always been left out to
serve in high political offices.

Recently the leading opposition party in Uganda, the National Unity Platform, announced their shadow
Cabinet. This saw the appointment of 32.15% women in key positions i.e. Hon. Betty Nambooze was appointed as the Chairperson Government Assurance Committee, Hon. Manjeri Kyebakutika as the
Deputy Chief Whip, Hon. Lucy Akello as the Vice Chairperson COSSACE committee, Hon. Flavia
Nabagabe Kalule as the Representative at the inter-Parliamentary Union and Hon. Aisha Kabanda as a
Representative at the Parliamentary Pension Fund.

gender inequalities that have challenged the status quo and permeated
political narratives. Women in leadership are therefore poised to set the
pace, direct and shape legal and policy frameworks at all levels of government as the country recovers from a
new wave of COVID-19 pandemic.

All these gains have come at an important moment for Ugandans and especially women who continue to disproportionately feel the social, economic
and health harms of the coronavirus
pandemic. Their gains also occur amid
a long-overdue national reckoning of

1

It is important to note that although the
Women are increasingly becoming
empowered and can demand for their
rights, the number of women in leadership aspiring for open seats keeps dropping. To achieve this, women in leadership positions and feminists need to
come up with clear strategies to sustain
the milestones that have been
achieved so far. By 2030, more women
should be able to hold the top political
positions.

Daily Monitor, “Ssekandi *ps Alupo on working with Museveni”, June 24, 2021, Damali Mukhaye. Available following this link.
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4.0

Findings

4.1 To what extent are the WIP knowledgeable about the International frameworks and their localisation processes?
As seen above, there are several global
frameworks in place to localize Gender
Equality. Many feminists and WIP have
frequently participated in capacity
building programs and orienting young
women about these frameworks and
carried out advocacy programs under
the Development Partners programs
and Civil Society Coalitions of Uganda.
30 out of 57 respondents were knowledgeable about the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW); 16 out of 57
are knowledgeable about the Beijing

Declaration and Platform for Action; 24
out of 57 are knowledgeable about the
International Covenant on Civil Political
Rights; 10 out of 59 know about the
Global Gender Gap Index Framework.
Only 4 respondents knew about the
other international frameworks which
included: African Parliamentarians
Network on Development Evaluation
(APNODE); Abuja Declaration; the
Goma declaration International
Covenant on Civil and Economic
Rights; and Association for women's
rights in development.

Table 1. Number of WIP knowledgeable on international framework.
Source: NOWIP Survey 2021

As a follow up question, the women in politics were asked to share their views on
what they have done to ensure that these international frameworks are localized.
The responses were shared below:
1. WIP have facilitated dialogue and sensitized masses about the international
frameworks at community level. They have undertaken training of fellow women
so that they also familiarize these laws and application. Through using local platforms like radios and affirmed that the radio has proven to be a powerful tool
used locally to disseminate gender framework recommendations. Some go further
to using locally established social media groups like WhatsApp and Facebook to
creatively disseminate information on the frameworks.
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2. WIP are currently using their political spaces including their political parties to
speak about Gender Equality frameworks. Some have engaged political heads,
party leadership to advocate for the implementation of such policies.
3. WIP share knowledge with different group of women and youths and community
leaders especially human and gender-based rights for women, gender balance,
gender based violence, and domestic violence especially at village level where
the social injustices are recorded to be high.
4. WIP have translated some of the articles of the international frameworks into their
local languages, which everyone understands during the meetings. This could be
a worthwhile intervention to scale up adoption of the frameworks.
5. It is always powerful to act a sister. One of the respondents said that she has always advised my other fellow friends to participate in fighting against gender inequality.

“I have encouraged women to stand for political leadership positions and supported those who have come out to compete
for the same. I have mentored women and girls in leadership.
- Eva Birimukatonda, Former Direct MP Aspirant Bukomaismbi
North Constituency
“I have been a trainer, working with
women leaders at local level to make
them understand the frameworks. I have also, in partnership with Centre for Women in Governance, formed a
Caucus of women leaders in Fort Portal City and we shall
be addressing most of the issues highlighted in these
frameworks and other gender issues in the community”.
- Linda Irene, Woman MP Fort portal City
“I have been encouraging women and girl child to fight for their rights and also try to
participate in political posts especially main posts so that we become the majority in
leadership, being mothers of the land, we have the bond in all things and all generations
start with a woman”
- Nansirumbi Jackine Namata, Former aspiring Direct councilor Makindye Division
“During my job placement with Catholic Relief Services as a
Livelihood Project Manager managed to train and formed
600 saving groups of women and girls, and even some men.
This was meant to empower women on micro-finance and
community development. This gave the women confident
to speak in society.” - Olobo Roseline Alanyo (Former Woman MP Aspirant – Kitgum District
8

“The time I have been District Vice chairperson, I had to ensure the inclusion of
women for all nominations and presentation by the Wakiso District Executive”
- Nakibuuka Maxensia, Democratic PWD National Representative
“As a feminist leader I have frequently participated in orienting young women about these frameworks and participated in many advocacy programs under the civil society
coalition of Uganda.”
-Betty E. Naluyima,
-Woman Member of Parliament ,Wakiso District

The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (1995) and it contribution to
Gender Equality
The WIP said that they understand the Government uses the international instruments and laws as benchmarks to design the legal and policy frameworks. They feel
that the Beijing declaration has been an outstanding tool to use in the daily advocacy work for Gender Equality.
During this period of the Beijing declaration and Platform implementation, there has
been improvement in the participation of women in social, political, and economic
status of Uganda. Women are increasingly being selected on decision making positions and are getting increasingly employed in the boardroom roles including political positions. In 2020, the women representatives were 214 members of parliaments.
Regarding the elections, men have changed their perspective towards women,
women have taken top positions which they have incredibly competed for with
men. In the current political situation where women can contest with confidence
and voted in Direct seats competing with men.

“In Uganda we have affirmative action, it gives chance to 30% of all
elective positions of government to belong to women. We also have
special interest groups represented at all levels from local government to Parliament. This includes youths, women, people with disability, and elderly. Uganda enacted the 2007 equal opportunities act
which has helped government bodies to be monitored as far as
Gender and Equity commitments are concerned.
The Equal Opportunities commission was also put in place. Much has
changed for instance adoption of Gender and Equity Certificate for
all the government of Uganda’s Ministries, Departments and Agencies bodies as a requirement for budget approval in our parliament, a form of accountability
towards implementation on the frameworks.”
- Annet Nakyanja Mawejje, District Woman Councilor, Wakiso District
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“There has been improvement
but if not sustained we shall
lose it again. The legislation
arm has tried but implementation remains a huge challenge.
I think as women, we should
not give up. I am seeing a negotiation in terms of energy
and standing up for gender issues especially in the political
arena health and agriculture.”

“Yes, there has been improvement in Gender Equality
since its adoption given that
organizations and different
groups have come up to promote women in regard to education, poverty eradication,
fighting violence against
women etc. including UN
Women”
- Agnes Nansirumbi,
PWD Representative, NOWIP

- Nyakikongoro Rosemary,
Woman Representative
Sheema

“There has been an increment in women participation in governance especially in my country Uganda. Much as we have not optimally achieved the desired situation, but there has been a paradigm shift all round. However, gender-based violence is still not
addressed and has lately been declared by WHO as a public health
concern”
- Happy Nasasira, NOWIP Member
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4.2 What are the major changes needed to achieve Gender
Equality by 2030, 2050, and 2063?
Year

Key messages

By 2030
(SDGs)

-

-

By 2050
(Mid-century)

-

-

By 2063
(African
Union
Agenda)

-

More participation and sensitization for
women at the a local level
Women's rights highly respected and valued in
community even at workplace.
The bar should be raised from 30% to 50%
women at all levels of leadership by 2030
Having equal power and equal opportunity
for financial power and control
More women in business startups; advancing
skills and confidence of women in all aspects
of life
More organized support system for gender activists and an informed media sorority in terms
of Gender Equality
A movement of women leaders advocating
for Gender Equality with a common agenda,
goal and voice.
Equal job opportunities for women who have
attained equal education like men.
An era where men can support women substantively to even occupy high level offices for
example president
Full financial equality
A Uganda without political, social, economic
discriminations based on gender or sex.
A society free of gender based violence.
A world free of gender bias, stereotypes, and
human rights violation
No discrimination by their origin, color, gender,
orientation, or faith.
All women would be educated and highly
skilled

Cross cutting
-

-

-

-

-

-

Favouring a balanced platform for
women to complete
favourably in position
of leadership without
compromise.
Encouraging women
participation in key
position and policy
making.
Supporting women in
taking up senior positions in political and
other offices, at least
50%.
Enhancing the protection of women
from sexual exploitation, abuse, and harassment
Realising a Parliament and local
council full of women
leaders advocating
for Gender Equality.
Seeing women and
men with equal rights
and equal opportunities

“I would like to see countries promoting and protecting
women's rights and rights of minorities thus implementing
both the international and national frames that they subscribe to or those in place. Human dignity, privacy and
gender mainstreaming should be prioritized in countries
budget. Development Partners should continue to support and monitor the implementation of these frameworks as well as the SDGs”
-

Nakibuuka Maxesia, Democratic PWD National Representative
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4.3. What challenges WIP face in achieving Gender Equality?
• Very few women are knowledgeable
about existing political instruments to
promote Gender Equality, so the interest is still low to propose solutions.
• Budget allocations to gender responsive commitments have been ignored. There is less finances to find
interventions, especifically to scale
up awareness raising on Gender
Equality.
• There is opposition from even fellow
women who do not believe in gender equity. They tend not to support
the implementation of the frameworks. Women not having a common
voice to demand for Gender Equality
pulls a few women’s efforts back.
• Lack of support from both genders
who still embrace patriarchy.
• Lack of mentors and a helping hand
to push them to the required offices.
• Limited platform for expression and
debate, and low interest in usage of
existing platforms

• Lack of finances to run for higher political offices. Politics has been highly
commercialized making it unaffordable for women in politics to fund political campaign activities. For example, Faith Kulabako said that she
wanted to stand as a woman Member of Parliament for Mityana District,
but it was too much to afford financially.
• Brutality in the electoral campaign
context, especially towards women
candidates. This pushes away
women from political participation.
• Cases of sexual harassment by men
towards women candidates have a
negative effet on women’s participation.
• Limited use of online platform, such
as social media. Although proven to
be a powerful tool, its utilization is still
very low among WIP due to limited
knowledge to use science and technology, low interest and harassment.
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4.4. What ressources WIP have in place to overcome these challenges and bring the best practices to scale?
“In my career as a politician, I have stood for Direct seats and lost once,
but this did not put me down. In fact, it opened my community to the
idea that women can stand against men. During my campaigns in
2021 I was viewed as a strong candidate because in 2016 I stood
against a man; This also contributed to me winning the election of the
Woman MP for Fort Portal City”
- Linda Irene Mugisha, Woman MP, Fort Portal City
“I have managed to act as a voice to girls in the refugee camp in Palabek. I have faced criticism
from men and a few women from the community as I spoke about equality and feminism. I am so
determined not to be put down by criticism but rather continue sensitizing and educating them
about Gender Equality.”
- Akot Lonah Olweny

• WIP have the knowledge to conduct
outreach and trainings on ending injustices, breach of human rights, promotion of skills, etc.
• Social media are now available and
affordable for WIP as a tool for political advocacy. The use of individual
platforms to advocate for a change in
mindsets and lobby for more women
in top positions is a key area to develop. However, cyber harassment still
remains a barrier.
• The WIP can mobilize communities to
benefit from government of Uganda
development programs, such as operation wealth creation.
• The newly strong network existing under the NOWIP platforms to keep WIP
together to share information, work on
joint implementation of projects, etc. is
also key.
• The support from families and friends,
for example, financing the political
agendas of WIP, is critical. This kind of

support usually comes with moral support, that is key for winning campaigns, as well as growing into strong
WIP. This is only accessible to a limited
number of WIP and creates entry barriers to having more diversified profiles
of WIP.
• All WIP have the ability to undertake
research to localize the international
frameworks and all WIP have basic
knowledge in law and its interpretation, which should be helpful in advancing Gender Equality.
• Some women have access to land;
which can be used as a source of income generating activities through
farming and other projects. Some
have gone ahead to donate it to the
communities for communal projects
as a contribution to economic empowerment.
• WIP have a limited access to traditional media, due to lack of training in
public speaking and economic
means.
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“I formed community-based organisations called “Hearts of Dance
African Rhythm” to help me advocate for Gender Equality. We train
women in different skills, i.e dancing, pad making, craft work and we
sale to improve our standards of living as well-paying school fees for
the girl child, we build confidence in women and share ideas on how
to have a better life.”
- Nansirumbi Jackine Namata
“I am professional journalist. I use this chance of publicizing the
challenge on different media so that the Government knows
what we are passing through to set the right policies.”
- Nansukusa sauda
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4.5 What are the State priority areas of intervention to overcome
the challenges that are hindering Gender Equality in your locality?
Category

Solution

Social

-

Economic

-

Political/
Governance

-

-

-

Women can continue to create women groups to build strong networks;
A focus on mindset change during the delivery of awareness and advocacy
programs for women and men;
Overcoming patriarchy;
Girl-child and boy-child education boosted to zero tolerance for early pregnancy and early marriages among the youth;
Sensitizing people who work in referral areas like the probation office and police on gender issues, so that they can handle frontline social injustices;
More organized support system for gender activists;
Printing information and communication material such as magazine on Gender Equality to ensure that women have access to information;
Male involvement in issues of Gender Equality is key. It should not be left for
only women in politics;
Women leader's confidence should be built, authenticity is still lacking;
Laws on marriage and properties should be implemented to increase the rights
to property;
Support to strengthening the women’s movement.
Focus on economic justice – Rights Based Approach;
Financial independence and equality are very vital;
Job creation through skilling for women and girls is very key;
Increase employment opportunities for women in general;
Promoting equal opportunities for both women and men;
Promoting politics for development; women should be introduced to development programs;
Women need to be supported with economic empowerment including taking
the trainings to grassroot levels;
INGOs and local NGOs to create partnership projects with WIP to increase access to finance.
Utilization of media platforms including social media platforms;
Promoting civic education to nurture young able leaders such as using peer
education;
Promote an environment where women take up topmost positions at national
level at 50/50 representation and at least 40% women in decision making platforms;
The elected women leaders at parliamentary level and district level should not
be compromised. They should use their mandate to create a conducive atmosphere so that the good laws and policies do not remain on paper but are
implemented;
The Men should also be trained to understand the political agenda;
WIP should continue networking and building coalition for strength building;
WIP are demanding for an informed media sorority in terms of Gender Equality.
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5.0
5.1

Appendix
Demography

A total of 22 respondents were within the age category of 21 to 30 years old, while
16 where e of the respondents were between 31 and 40 and 11 between 41 and 50.

Number of Respondents

22

17

11

22
16
11

6

5
0
21 -30

31-40

41-50

50-60

3
Not speciﬁed

Age Group
Graphic 1. Age category of the respondents of NOWIP Survey 2021

5.2

Representation

A total of 20 respondents were Member of Parliaments, 17 were Councilors, 12 were
representatives at village level and 8 did not specify their political positions.

Graphic 2. Representation status of the respondents of NOWIP Survey 2021
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